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Employee _____________________________________________________ Classifi cation _________________________________

Location ______________________________________________________ Date ________________________________________

Meets or Exceeds Job Requirements: Employee’s performance clearly and consistently meets or exceeds the standards of the job performance.

Improvement Required: Employee should make a concentrated effort to bring performance up to work standards.  This is not to be 
* (Comment required) construed as a notice of unsatisfactory service or disciplinary action.

Unsatisfactory: Employee’s performance is unsatisfactory and not up to work standards.
* (Comment required)

Performance Indicators
Meets or 

Exceeds Job 
Requirements

Improvement 
Required

*
Unsatisfactory

*

1 .  Demonstrates timely and effective decision-making skills
2. Demonstrates openness to constructive feedback regarding job performance
3. Responds effectively to changing departmental needs
4. Demonstrates commitment to the organization and maintains confi dentiality, as appropriate
5. Keeps supervisor appraised of potential problems and details
6. Demonstrates a personable attitude that encourages and maintains a pleasant and supportive environment
7. Accepts responsibility for resolving problems and promptly implements recovery strategies
8. Demonstrates technical knowledge necessary for completing assigned tasks
9. Stays current & knowledgeable of new developments
10. Plans, organizes, directs, controls effectively
11. Complies with policies, regulations and procedures
12. Demonstrates creativity and fl exibility
13. Uses delegation effectively
14. Demonstrates effective problem-solving skills
15. Adequately documents employee disciplinary issues
16. Writes clearly and succinctly
17. Speaks effectively in individual and group situations
18. Plans effectively and meets deadlines
19. Demonstrates leadership in relationships with subordinates
* Comments:

I agree with this evaluation...........................................................................................................................Yes____ No____

If “No,” you may submit written comments regarding specifi c areas with which you disagree.  These comments must be submitted within 10 working days.

I plan to submit written comments to Human Resources within the next 10 working days..........................Yes____ No____

In signing this Managerial/Supervisory Performance Evaluation, the employee acknowledges having seen and discussed the report.  The employee’s signature does 
not necessarily indicate agreement with the conclusions of the rater.  The employee has the right to make comments regarding this evaluation. These comments must 
be submitted in writing within 10 working days to the Human Resource offi ce.  Both report and comments will be fi led in the employee’s personnel fi le.

________________________________________________     ____________________     _______________________________________     __________________
          Signature of Immediate Supervisor                                  Date                               Signature of Employee                                Date
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